
LCP’s Standard Formula solution  

LCP Script puts you in control of 
your Standard Formula SCR.

Solvency II Standard Formula calculations can be onerous to produce and 

challenging to interpret. Using our SCR Interactive & Predictive Tool  

(LCP Script) we can help you to calculate, check and understand results 

quickly and efficiently.

LCP Script contains a comprehensive Standard Formula SCR calculation 

engine and presents the capital charges in an easily digestible graphical 

format.  It helps you to:

 � Understand your drivers of capital

 � Assess the impact of different scenarios using our “Dynamic mode”

 � Project the SCR over time

Understanding your drivers of capital
LCP Script makes it easier to identify the key drivers of capital for your 

business as well as drilling down into areas of interest. This provides 

valuable input to the ORSA and encourages discussion about managing 

Solvency II capital requirements.
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Top level view

We can help you to 
answer these key 
questions:

 � What is my Standard Formula 

SCR?

 � What are the key factors 

driving the SCR for my 

business?

 � How am I impacted by the 

limitations of the Standard 

Formula calculations?

 � What can I do to reduce the 

Standard Formula SCR?

 � How will the Standard 

Formula SCR change over 

time, given our business plan?

Currency risk

Premium/Reserve risk
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Projecting the SCR over time
Using LCP Script we can input your business plan to project how your 

Standard Formula SCR will move over time.  The projection feature can also 

be used together with the “what-if” scenarios to build an understanding of 

how business decisions affect your capital requirements.
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The ability to analyse 
“what-if” scenarios 
and project future 
movements in the SCR 
puts you in control of 
the process.

Further information
To discuss how LCP can help you get more 

value out of your Standard Formula SCR 

calculation and ORSA processes, please 

contact Charlotte, Declan or your usual  

LCP adviser. 

Running “what if” 
scenarios (dynamic mode)

Once your data is loaded into 

LCP Script, we can run “what-

if” scenarios in real time, for 

example by changing business 

mix or volumes, or adjusting 

asset allocations.  The results are 

presented in an easy-to-follow 

graphical format. 

Dynamic mode


